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Enhanced oxidation rate of Ni(111) by atomic oxygen
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Abstract

The oxidation of the Ni(111) surface by a supersonic atomic oxygen beam has been quantitatively studied using
in situ high-resolution electron-energy-loss spectroscopy. For a room temperature substrate, a drastically different
oxidation rate is observed for atomic oxygen induced oxidation than for molecular oxygen based oxidation. This rate
was found to be two orders of magnitude higher than that for molecular oxygen. The reaction on a 110 K substrate
indicated oxygen uptake only to the chemisorption saturate, with no further oxidation. This later finding agrees with
previous results for low surface temperature oxidation using molecular oxygen, implying that the inhibiting step in
low temperature Ni oxidation is not molecular oxygen dissociation, but a more fundamental property of the metallic
substrate. The chemisorption region of the atomic oxygen reaction was found to saturate at the same sub-monolayer
as results from exposure to molecular oxygen, i.e. a dense (1×1) overlayer as has been seen on other metals does not
form on Ni(111). © 1999 Published by Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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Understanding the oxidation of metals is of nickel wafers in earth orbit, resulting in a 350 Å
thick, porous NiO layer [15]. However, no detailedgreat interest in both the areas of corrosion and
study in a controlled UHV system has beencatalysis. Nickel has traditionally been one of the
performed.metals used to test new concepts in oxidation, and

In this Letter, the interaction of atomic oxygenhas been the focus of many oxidation studies [1–
with a room temperature and a relatively low12]. It is of particular interest because it is highly
temperature (110 K) nickel surface is addressed.resistant to metallic oxidation and corrosion.
Through the use of high-resolution electron-Oxidation of metals by atomic oxygen is of
energy-loss spectroscopy (HREELS), we observedparticular interest. In the upper atmosphere there
the rate of the room temperature reaction ofis a relatively high concentration of atomic oxygen,
atomic oxygen to be two orders of magnitudeand it is not known how it reacts with various
greater than that of molecular oxygen. No differ-satellites and aircraft traveling in that region of
ence was observed in the cold substrate.the atmosphere [13,14]. J.S. Brodkin et al. placed

Other aspects of the chemisorption region for
atomic oxygen reacting with Ni(111) were also* Corresponding author. Fax: +1-773-702-5863.
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dense (1×1) oxygen overlayer can be obtained on found that electron bombardment induces oxida-
tion at 120 K, whereas oxide does not form in theboth Rh and Ru. The reaction of molecular oxygen
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and Rh(111) saturates at a half monolayer cover- presence of molecular oxygen alone at this temper-
ature [1–3]. Work done by Zion et al. found thatage, a p(2×1) overlayer structure. Atomic oxygen

dosing can induce a dense, full monolayer coverage high kinetic energy beams can also affect the
mechanism of oxide formation [4]. In this Letter,having a (1×1) oxygen overlayer structure [16 ].

This is supported by theoretical work that pre- it is shown that the use of atomic oxygen as a
reagent greatly increases the rate of metallicdicted a dense oxygen overlayer to be thermo-

dynamically stable [17,18]. Both a dense, (1×1) oxidation.
The apparatus, described elsewhere [4], consistsoxygen overlayer, formed by dissociative NO2

dosing, and a 0.75 ML oxygen overlayer, formed of a two-level UHV chamber. The upper level
consists of an argon ion sputtering gun, an Augerby O2 dosing, have been formed on Ru [19,20].

The dense (1×1) overlayer has also been examined spectrometer, and low energy electron diffraction
(LEED). The lower level consists of an LK2000theoretically [21]. As shown in this Letter, this

dense overlayer is not seen for atomic oxygen HREELS, a three-stage molecular-beam source,
and a Quadropole Mass Analyzer (QMA) (Fig. 1).interacting with Ni(111).

A great deal is known about the interaction of The molecular-beam source is oriented at 15° from
the surface normal of the crystal, and is alignedmolecular oxygen and nickel. Holloway and

Hudson have characterized three regions of oxide such that its spot coincides with the HREELS spot
on the crystal. The sample used is a Ni(111)growth, the initial fast chemisorption stages, a fast

oxide growth stage, and a slow oxide growth stage. crystal, as described in detail elsewhere [1–3].
Surface preparation consisted of argon ion sputter-They have found that the fast oxide growth stage

is very dependent on nucleation site formation ing the Ni(111) crystal for 10 min, followed by
annealing at 1100 K for 10 min.[7,8]. In previous work from our group, it was

Fig. 1. Schematic of the experimental arrangement used in this study. P1, P2, P3, and P4 denote different differentially pumped regions.
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An atomic oxygen beam source was constructed
according to the design specifications of Sibener
et al. [13]. An OEM-6 RF-power supply was used
with a frequency of 13.56 MHz and output powers
ranging from 0 to 650 W; the nozzle diameter was
80 mm. The gas mixture used was 5% O2 in He.
Typical conditions for the plasma were 150 Torr
backing pressure and a RF-power of 100 W. The
resulting atomic oxygen beam was primarily
O(3PJ) with a minor constituent of O(1D2), with a
kinetic energy of 150 meV and a 30% dissociation
rate of the O2, measured by time of flight analysis.
The flux of the O2 beam was found to be
0.5 Langmuirs (L), obtained by overlapping
molecular oxygen reaction data over previously
acquired molecular oxygen reaction data of Zion
et al. [4], and extrapolating the flux of the current
beam. Atomic oxygen fluxes were taken to be 30%
of the molecular oxygen beam flux.

Sample dosing and HREELS acquisition were
conducted alternately. Total dosing time for the
atomic oxygen runs was typically up to 2.5 h, and
for molecular oxygen it was extended to 8 h due
to lower reactivity. In each case, this was the time
necessary to reach saturation of the reaction.

Fig. 2. (a) Low exposure view of the atomic oxygen and molecu-Oxygen uptake versus coverage curves for both
lar oxygen induced oxidation curve. Inset is the expanded view

atomic and molecular oxygen were obtained in a of the chemisorption region of the atomic oxygen induced oxi-
similar manner to that of Zion et al. [4]. The ratio dation curve, with a sticking coefficient of 0.9. The triangles

represent the atomic oxygen oxidation curve, and the circlesof the integrated area of the HREELS oxide peak
represent the molecular oxygen oxidation curve. Lines representto the integrated area of the specular peak, normal-
the fits of the island growth model to the data. The characteristic

ized to 3 ML total coverage, was plotted against regimes of oxidation have been labeled. (b) Longer-time data
the exposure in Langmuirs, yielding the oxida- for oxygen uptake versus exposure for both atomic and molecu-

lar oxygen.tion curve.
Fig. 2 shows the typical oxidation curve for

room temperature atomic oxygen dosing compared
with that for molecular oxygen dosing. The atomic the more widely used island growth model for
oxygen curve has a similar shape to that of the most of the analyses presented herein.
molecular oxygen curve. It is again characterized The island growth model assumes the lateral
by three regions, the fast chemisorption stage, the growth of oxide islands. Parameters in the model
fast oxide growth stage, and the slow oxide satura- include the number of initial nucleation sites, as
tion stage, as delineated by Holloway and Hudson well as the rate of collisions of the oxygen
[7,8]. The data has been fit with two different molecules/atoms and the rate constant for perime-
models, the island growth model of Holloway and ter growth. The rate expression, modified from
Hudson, and the Langmuir model of Zion et al. Holloway and Hudson, is as follows:
[4], which will be described in detail later. Based

H(W)=Hsat−(Hsat−Hchem) exp[−KN
0
(W−W

0
)2],on fitting statistics, it is inconclusive as to which

model best fits the data. Therefore, we have chosen for W>W
0
,
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where Hsat is the saturation coverage, taken to be not under controlled UHV conditions, as a func-
3 ML [1,2], Hchem is the chemisorption saturation, tion of atomic oxygen coverage at high temper-
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W0 is the oxide onset exposure, N0 is the number atures (773–1373 K). Their findings implied
of nucleation sites, and K is the rate of perimeter reaction rates several orders of magnitude greater
growth. This expression is valid only in the oxida- than that of molecular oxygen oxidation.
tion region. The rate of perimeter growth, K, and This great increase in the rate can be explained
the number of nucleation sites, N0, are not separa- by the high reactivity of atomic oxygen. Molecular
ble parameters in this model. The average compos- oxygen must catalytically dissociate in order to
ite rate parameter of atomic oxygen oxidation, chemisorb on the surface and subsequently create
KN0, was found to be 0.026±0.003 L−2. oxide. With atomic oxygen, a bond does not need

The Langmuir model has a first-order depen- to be broken at the surface, giving 498 kJ/mol
dence on exposure. It assumes that the oxidation additional energy to the reactants [22]. The rate
growth rate depends on the impingement rate of of the atomic oxygen reaction is unambiguously
the oxygen atoms/molecules, a Langmuir surface much faster.
coverage dependence, and a rate constant. The An interesting parameter that can be extracted
derived oxidation rate expression is as follows: from the data is the sticking coefficient. This

parameter gives the rate that the impinging atomsH(W)=Hsat−(Hsat−Hchem) exp[−K(W−W
0
)],

stick to the surface. For the room temperature
for W>W

0
. reaction of atomic oxygen oxidation, it was found

to be 0.9, as compared to 0.23 for molecularThe average rate constant for oxidation, K, that
oxygen [23]. Therefore, it can be concluded thatwas found for this model was 0.20±0.04 L−1.
almost every oxygen atom that hits the surfaceFit parameters of the island growth model to
chemisorbs to the surface.the atomic oxygen data and the molecular oxygen

Atomic oxygen impinging on a cold crystaldata are given in Table 1. The parameters given
for molecular oxygen oxidation are for the data (110 K) did not induce deep metallic oxidation.
set given in this paper. This value is consistent Fig. 3a shows the comparison of atomic oxygen
with previous values found for molecular oxygen dosing on a room temperature substrate and a
oxidation [4]. The differences between the molecu- 110 K substrate. These data show conclusively that
lar and atomic oxygen oxidation curves lie in atomic oxygen does not induce oxidation at 110 K.
differing rates of reaction. Atomic oxygen induced To further confirm this result, we initially dosed
oxidation occurs about 100 times faster than that the crystal with molecular oxygen, which has been
for molecular oxygen induced oxidation in all shown not to oxidize low temperature nickel, but
regimes of oxygen uptake. This agrees with work rather reach saturation at a chemisorbed overlayer
done by Raspopov et al. with a polycrystaline [1–3]. The crystal was then subsequently dosed
nickel ribbon [5]. They studied resistance changes, with atomic oxygen and monitored for additional

oxidation (Fig. 3b). The amount of oxygen on the
surface did not change, indicating no further met-

Table 1
allic oxidation [1–3]. After the incident oxygenParameters of the Island Growth Model fit to both the molecu-
atoms have equilibrated with the metal surface,lar and atomic oxygen induced oxidationa
they are not capable of low temperature bulk

O2 O oxidation. Either more energy needs to be added
than the energy of the O2 bond, perhaps in theKN0 4.7×10−4O2L−2 0.026±0.003 L−2
form of higher kinetic energies, or an additionalHsat 2.8 ML 2.8± 0.1 ML

W0 36 L 0.7±0.6 L stimulant needs to be added, as in the electron
stimulated oxidation of Stirniman et al. [1–3].a KN0=rate constant times initial number of nucleation sites;
These results imply that molecular oxygen dissoci-Hsat=saturation thickness of oxide; W0=exposure at onset of

oxidation. ation is not the inhibiting step in low temperature



ordered overlayer is seen, just as for dosing with
molecular oxygen. Note that this result is different
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from that of Rh [16–18] and Ru [19,20], where a
dense oxygen overlayer can be formed. The smaller
relative lattice spacing for Ni(111) (2.49 Å) [24]
as compared with the values for Rh(111) (2.69 Å)
and Ru(0001) (2.71 Å) [24] may well be the reason
that a dense (1×1) overlayer does not form at
either room temperature or under cryogenic
conditions.

In summary, we have examined the oxidation
of Ni(111) with atomic oxygen, and compared it
with that of molecular oxygen at both room and
cold temperatures. It was determined that the rate
of room temperature oxidation using atomic
oxygen, primarily O(3PJ), has a rate two-orders of
magnitude higher than that characteristic of molec-
ular oxygen. Atomic oxygen does not, however,
induce deep metallic oxidation at cryogenic tem-
peratures (110 K). Also, a dense oxygen overlayer
is not formed in the chemisorption region of the
reaction of atomic oxygen on Ni(111), unlike
Rh(111) or Ru(0001).

These results indicate that fundamental issues
persist as we seek to develop a truly predictive

Fig. 3. (a) Oxygen uptake versus exposure for both the room understanding of metallic oxidation, especially
temperature and cold temperature reactions of atomic oxygen. when dealing with highly energetic oxidants.
(b) Oxygen uptake versus exposure for cold substrate temper- Molecular beam experiments, supported by accu-
ature dosing of molecular oxygen followed by dosing of atomic

rate electronic structure calculations and scatteringoxygen. Open circles denote molecular oxygen dosing, and solid
theory, are now poised to answer these longstand-circles denote atomic oxygen dosing.
ing issues in interfacial chemistry.

Ni oxidation, but a more fundamental property of
the metallic substrate.
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